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as moderation techniques [57], algorithms [1], level of discourse
[20], commercial labor [46], users [31, 43], policy [21], law [35],
and so forth, but it is still challenging to efectively moderate these
contents as the communities evolve. Live streaming, as a unique
social medium with high-fdelity computer graphics and video and
low fdelity text-based communication [25], is a rapidly growing
industry, estimated to reach 70.5 billion USD by the year 2021 [40],
and also sufers from the toxic textual content. In this study, we
extend previous research by focusing on the volunteer moderators’
moderation practices in live-streaming communities.
Recent work of volunteer moderators and moderation mainly
focuses on user-governed platforms such as Wikipedia [11, 33],
and Reddit [9, 16, 29]. Twitch, as a user-moderated, live-streaming
community, is similar in some governance aspects to other online
communities such as Reddit, which is a self-reliant community
[29], and Facebook Group, which provides multiparty interactions
[51]. However, the interactivity of live streaming makes it diferent
from other social platforms in mainly three aspects: 1) the large
volume of messages generated and posted in a short time, 2) the fow
speed of these messages in the chat, and 3) the limited time for the
moderator to remedy harmful situations. These unique afordances
may exacerbate moderation challenges.
Prior research about live streaming mainly focuses on the entertainment elements and explores the streamer or the viewer motives (e.g., [3, 6, 17, 25, 48]), the streamer-viewer interaction (e.g.,
[12, 36, 60]), and streamers’ regulation of the broadcast [56, 59].
Only limited research has examined the negative aspects related
to human moderators and content moderation. Some research explores moderators’ emotional tolls [58], and the moderator selection
process [52, 58], but little work explores the strategies that moderators utilize and their mental models of decision-making. This study
contributes a moderator-centered perspective to the growing body
of literature on volunteer moderation, considering how moderators
develop and apply these strategies in live streaming communities,
where broadcasters showing their face have heightened vulnerability and as real-time interaction between broadcasters and viewers
make harassment difcult to avoid and handle.
Through 21 semi-structured interviews with Twitch moderators, this work has mainly twofold contribution: 1) We highlight
the visible activities that volunteer moderators perform during the
moderation process, which has been previously described as activities that usually happen behind the scene and lack transparency;
2) We develop a diagram to show the workfow of moderation
with an emphasis on the communicative components in ‘live’ moderation systems. We discuss how the interactivity of live stream
facilitates the moderation visibility and how the synchronicity enhances the graduated moderation and amplifes the violator’s voice

ABSTRACT
Volunteer moderators actively engage in online content management, such as removing toxic content and sanctioning anti-normative
behaviors in user-governed communities. The synchronicity and
ephemerality of live-streaming communities pose unique moderation challenges. Based on interviews with 21 volunteer moderators
on Twitch, we mapped out 13 moderation strategies and presented
them in relation to the bad act, enabling us to categorize from
proactive and reactive perspectives and identify communicative
and technical interventions. We found that the act of moderation
involves highly visible and performative activities in the chat and
invisible activities involving coordination and sanction. The juxtaposition of real-time individual decision-making with collaborative
discussions and the dual nature of visible and invisible activities of
moderators provide a unique lens into a role that relies heavily on
both the social and technical. We also discuss how the afordances
of live-streaming contribute to these unique activities.
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INTRODUCTION

Online communities provide the opportunity for millions of users to
express themselves and exchange information. Freedom of speech
leads to complicated challenges for these online spaces, such as
hate speech and harassment. Prior literature has discussed the
management of negative content from various perspectives, such
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in the workfow. Given the growing interest in using algorithmic
methods to detect negativity [37], automate moderation [8], and
build moderation tools [4, 50], these results provide further insight
into the work of volunteer human moderators, ofering potential
directions into future research on the socio-technical interaction
that takes place in live streaming communities as well as the design
of these spaces.

media provide an opportunity for a new moderation system that
can educate and engage users at the same time [30, 43].

2.2

Moderation in Live Streaming and on
Twitch

While much previous work has focused on moderation in asynchronous online communities and social media platforms, very
little is known about human moderation in synchronous online
communities with live interaction among users in a timely manner.
Recent research about moderation in live streaming focused on
the motivation of being a moderator [58], how moderators engage
with their communities [51], and categorizing moderation tools [4].
However, there has been relatively less discussion about the onthe-ground moderation practices of volunteer moderators– namely
what kinds of strategies they use, and how these strategies work
together during the moderation process, a gap which the present
work aims to fll. Thus, we ask:

2 RELATED WORK
2.1 Community Moderation, Human
Moderator, Moderation System
Content moderation refers to “the organized practice of screening
user-generated content posted to internet sites, social media, and other
online outlets, in order to determine the appropriateness of the content
for a given site, locality, or jurisdiction” [47], happening from online
forums to social media platforms (e.g., [13, 43, 61]). Social media
platforms often apply algorithms to detect misbehavior at scale [22].
They also employ a large group of commercial content moderators
or freelancers who work on contract with them [46] to supplement
these algorithms. In addition, platforms rely on users’ reports who
fag the potentially ofensive content and then ask the moderator
to review and remove the content manually [14, 19]. Users can also
apply tools such as ’Blocklist’ on Twitter to block harassers [31].
Diferent from most social media platforms that handle moderation within, user-governed communities such as Wikipedia and
Reddit rely on volunteer moderators who are given limited administrative power to remove unacceptable content and ban violators
[41]. These moderators are either selected from among the users
who are most actively involved in the community and who are
invested in its success [52, 58], or self-appointed, depending on the
platform. Those who become moderators due to their high level
of activity usually have a better understanding of the values and
expectations of the communities [58].
The nature of the role of volunteer moderators can be social
and communicative in user-governed communities [38]. Current
work has explored the relationship between moderators’ actions
and end-users’ responses [53], and has discussed how human moderators apply moderation tools to curate content [29], collaborate
with other moderators [42], and identify norms violations [7, 9].
Moreover, Fiesler et al. found that moderators, though are willing to
model good behaviors, prohibit bad behaviors more [16], indicating
that moderators are likely to communicate but not very frequently.
Many existing moderation systems are relying on either algorithms or human moderators that lack transparency. The algorithmic content moderation at scale sufers from opacity without
explanation after content removal [22, 23]. Current work considers
commercial content moderators as the “hidden labor” behind the
scene [46], and their work is hard to be seen by the end-users [43].
Although the combination of algorithms and commercial moderators can curtail harmful content, the current moderation system
on social media platforms can cause some frustration due to its
black-boxed nature; for example, content removal without any explanation, appeals processes that seem to go nowhere, and minimal
opportunities for users to interact directly with the administrators
[43]. The challenges of the current moderation systems of social

• RQ:What is the workfow of volunteer moderators in live
streaming communities? Specifcally, what are the strategies
and how are they connected?
Twitch has become one of the global leading live-streaming platforms [18] and is interesting from a moderation perspective because
of its platform design and afordances. Twitch users form microcommunities (channels) around the streamer [58] that each operates
under diferent rules, has diferent audiences, and is responsible for
the moderation of its chatroom. There are over a million streamers
on Twitch, yet none of the channels are exactly the same; what
may be acceptable in one channel may not apply to the other. It
has a diferent conversational structure (messages appear chronologically) compared with Twitter or Reddit, which applies threaded
conversations [49]. Additionally, the nearly-synchronous conversation in the chatroom requires more immediate attention from
moderators [52].
To handle these chat messages, Twitch also employs both algorithms and human moderators, although it continues to change its
structure. Until 2019, the company employed commercial moderators who mostly handle inappropriate broadcasting content that
has been reported by users [45], but it primarily relies on volunteers to manage the chatrooms. It also has a moderation tool called
AutoMod that relies on algorithms to help streamers moderate their
chatrooms. In addition, it has an open access Application Programming Interface (API) to allow third-party tools. The moderation tool
on Twitch could efectively discourage spam, and specifc types of
negative behaviors [50]. However, the quality and functionality of
bots still pose some social and practical challenges [13, 39]. Streamers also employ the help of volunteer moderators. The volunteer
moderators on Twitch are appointed by the streamer and help the
streamer manage the chat content. When a viewer comes to the
chat and starts typing, the chat rules will pop out. The viewer has
to click “OK” to acknowledge the rules and to start chatting. The
viewer can mention anyone in the public chat using “@” or can start
a private conversation via the Whisper function under the user’s
profle. The moderators have to track a high volume of fast-moving
messages, identify the negative comments, and take actions within
a limited time. It is still not immediately clear how they moderate
in live-streaming communities. Twitch ofers various badges to
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the following questions like “How do you decide when to ban, versus
time out or ignore?”. In the end, we asked them about anything that
we did not mention, and they would like to share. We then closed
the interview with a brief demographic indication (age, race, and
gender). The beginning and end parts of the interview protocol are
partially summarized in Table 1.
In order to have a big picture of moderation strategies and their
relationship, we used thematic analysis [2] to code answers into
concepts and group the relevant concepts into themes. After completing the semi-structured interviews and transcriptions, we frst
pasted all interview questions and corresponding answers into a
spreadsheet, where all researchers went through the content of
each transcript and became familiar with their content. To obtain a
clear picture of themes, we grouped all the interview questions and
related answers and perceptively put them under the two research
questions. Second, an open coding approach was used iteratively;
each researcher coded a group of interview questions and presented
codes to each other in regular face-to-face calibration meetings, followed by a group discussion to clarify the consistency and accuracy.
For example, the high-level category “live explanation” contained
subcategories such as “ofering help and providing suggestions”, “asking the viewer to leave”, and “warning with prohibition” with more
detailed codes such as “argument”, “Whisper explaining”, “criteria
for explaining”, “method of explaining ”, and “purge or Whisper”.
Then, two researchers iteratively coded all the interview questions
as related to each research question independently. Finally, three
researchers discussed the themes and structures and mapped them
out on the whiteboard.

Figure 1: Twitch Chatroom Interface from Viewers’ View
(Left, colorful usernames with diferent badges to indicate status) and Moderators’ View (Right, Shortcuts of
"Ban""Timeout""Delete" are visible next to the usernames)

viewers to represent their status and indicate their contribution to
the communities and micro-communities. Volunteer moderators
have a special badge, a small icon containing a white sword with a
green background. Figure 1 shows the interface of Twitch chatroom
from both the moderator’s and viewer’s perspective.

3 METHODS
3.1 Participant Recruitment
The project and interview protocol were reviewed and approved
by the Institutional Review Board (IRB). We recruited volunteer
moderators from Twitch in four ways. First, we used the ofcial
Twitter account of our lab to post a recruitment message, and at
the same time, searched for moderators with search terms such
as “Twitch mod” and “moderator on Twitch”. If someone was interested, they could send us messages through Direct Message (a
message feature of Twitter), or if we found someone, a recruitment
message would be sent through Direct Message. We obtained 10
moderators through Twitter. Second, private Twitch accounts were
used to reach out to four moderators by directly messaging active
moderators in random channels through Whisper (a message feature of Twitch). Third, two moderators who were acquaintances
or friends of acquaintances of the researchers were recruited. Last,
we reached out to fve moderators through the recommendation of
streamers that were interviewed for another project. Each of the
21 moderators received a $20 Amazon gift card for their voluntary
participation.

3.2

3.3

Participant Demographics

Table 1 lists the main demographic characteristics of our participants. Most participants were male (71.5 %), followed by female
(19%) and transgender (9.5%). The average age was 29, ranging from
18 to 45. The average moderation experience was two and a half
years, ranging from one to fve years. The number of channels they
moderated ranged from one to eighty; however, most moderators
moderated less than fve channels (71%).The most active among
participants had a channel list that contained 80 channels. Most
are moderating gaming channels, and the viewership varies from
hundreds to thousands.

4

RESULTS

Moderators applied a series of strategies to manage the content. We
organized these strategies based on when they happen in relation
to the bad act (Figure 2). The rectangular boxes represent a strategy.
The straight lines represent a relation; the text on the straight line
describes how they are related. The ovals represent an event. The
diamonds represent when a decision needs to be made. The arrows
represent a causal relation with the arrow pointing to the result,
and the text on the arrow line represents the decision choice.
Following a time sequence, we presented the results from a
proactive and reactive perspective with details such as why they
used it, how they applied it, and in what situation they would use it
to gain a comprehensive understanding of the moderation strategies
in the live streaming community.

Interview

Most interviews were conducted through Discord (a VoIP communication application) with a length between 40 and 60 minutes.
During the interview, we frst asked general questions about moderation experience such as “Who are you a mod for?” and “How long
have you been a mod?”. Then we asked main questions related to our
research questions such as “How do you know how to mod?”“ Do you
have any prior experience?” “How do you decide what is appropriate
or not?” and “How do you deal with toxicity and harassment?” with
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Table 1: Moderator Demographics and Moderation Activity

4.1

ID

No. of channels

Experience (yrs)

Age

Gender

Weekly (hrs)

No. of viewers

Channel type

P01
P02
P03
P04
P05
P06
P07
P08
P09
P10
P11
P12
P13
P14
P15
P16
P17
P18
P19
P20
P21

2
1
6 or 7
80
30
2
2
1
A couple
1
2
1
60
2 or 3
44
20
4
3
5
1
4

2-2.5
2
5
4
3
1
2
1.5
1
1
2.5
1
2
2
3-4
4
5
1
2

23
31
24
21
43
33
18
37
20
21
41
29
19
40
40
27
45
35

Male
Transgender
Male
Male
Male
Male
Female
Male
Male
Female
Male
Male
Male
Male
Male
Female
Male
Male
Female
Transgender
Male

21-84
6
10
20
Depends
20
60-70
35-42
3
21-28
21-28
12-16
2-3
12
4-12
8-10
36-70
16-24
30

10,000-60,000
5-300
few viewers
70-130
10-100,000s
2,000-30,000
5,000
500-600
700
50-6,000
200-7,000
few viewers
150-300
100+
100-500

Gaming
Board games
Gaming
Gaming, products reviewing
Gaming and creative
Gaming
Board games
Gaming
Gaming
Music and creative
Gaming
Gaming
Gaming
Gaming
Gaming
Gaming
Gaming

their Twitch identifer) would curb and deter unwanted behaviors.
P07 gave us an example:

Proactive Strategies

Proactive strategies were ones that moderators engaged in before
a viewer engages in a bad act and are represented in the top half
of Figure 2, including 1) declaring presence, 2) rule echoing, 3)
word blocking, and 4) setting a good example. In this section, we
described the sequence and the interactions between the elements
of the diagram, which are important to understand. We emphasized
that moderators’ work was complex but not arbitrary. The process
began with monitoring without any intervention. If moderators
felt that, possibly, the chatroom could potentially go wrong, they
would intervene and say something to make moderators’ presence
in chat visible, which could deter the potential violators (declaring
presence). At the same time, moderators could keep posting the
rules and guidelines manually or through the bot in the chat to
remind the newcomers (rule echoing). They would also activate
the Twitch AutoMod to flter obvious toxic words (word blocking).
If necessary, they interacted with viewers to set a good example
so that other viewers could mirror their behaviors (setting a good
example). Of importance, we found that setting a good example,
rule echoing, and word blocking attempted to indicate norms while
declaring presence, word blocking, and rule echoing attempted to
deter potential violations.

If there was no active mod in there, people do try to push
the lurk. They do say things that are inappropriate. Um,
but when they see that there is even just one active mod,
even if I just typed ‘lol’, they would see that there is a
mod, that sort of cover for the trolls.
This was a communicative strategy. Moderators showing their
active status in the chat by simply replying or greeting viewers
deterred potential norm violators. Unlike that of asynchronous
communities, the “live” element of live streaming communities
indicated that the moderator was watching on-site and that any following cross-border behaviors from violators could render punitive
actions.
4.1.2 Rule echoing. The moderator had to actively and verbally
inform viewers on a regular basis because even though rules were
often displayed before someone had to type, they only automatically
popped out once. Streamers usually had diferent rules for their
channels. Some were obvious, such as no sexism, no harassment,
no racism, and no profanity; others might involve prohibiting selfadvertising and backseat gaming (which is spoiling the game for the
streamer and other viewers). Therefore, posting rules in the channel
was a way of proactively communicating these guidelines with the
expectation that if the viewers saw them, they should follow them.
P05 thought that, since the rules were posted, then they are clearly
communicated, and expected the users to “simply follow the rules”.
Yet, even if guidelines were posted on the channel, that did not
mean that all users would read them. Newcomers often accidentally
acted nonnormatively because they either did not know the rules

4.1.1 Declaring presence. Declaring presence, as a method of deterring negativity before it happened, worked as an approach of
gently reminding viewers that someone who had unique privileges
to enforce the rules was monitoring the chat. Declaring their presence and showing viewers that they were active by only typing
a word (moderators have a special sword symbol that supersedes
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Figure 2: Moderation Strategies For Before and After a Bad Act Happens. Lines Indicate Relationships, Arrows Indicate Sequence.

or lacked experience [34]. Some moderators set up a bot that would
be able to re-iterate the rules so that they would not have to type it
out every time. For example, the command “!rules” would display
the channel’s guidelines. Using command or bot setting to post
rules is both communicative and technical strategies visible to and
for the public, clearly showing which behaviors are approved or
disapproved.

so that other viewers would not be infuenced. P18 expressed his
appreciation for this feature:
By far my favorite feature of AutoMod is whenever
people send a message it automatically doesn’t go to the
chat. It [AutoMod] pretends the message doesn’t exist,
it turns it into a none and done deal where no one saw
it, no one is reacting, there’s no drama- it’s gone
This was a technical strategy. The setting and application of
AutoMod happened behind the scene, and the moderation process
was invisible to the public. Applying moderation tools to block
words is a common strategy that has been broadly discussed in
online communities (e.g., [29, 51, 52]).

4.1.3 Word blocking. Word blocking was achieved by the Twitch
AutoMod that moderators could choose to activate to do some
moderation tasks. AutoMod uses algorithms to hold inappropriate
messages for moderators to review or prevent certain words from
going into the chat. There are fve levels (0 to 4) of moderation
settings responding to moderation categories. Moderators could
choose the moderation level and also update the terms under each
level of the blocked terms list. A group of moderators reported that
they liked the features of AutoMod because it could simply fag
suspicious massages and reduce the workload to some extent.
If the messages were automatically fltered, only the moderator
could see them until the messages were approved to the public chat

4.1.4 Seting a good example. Prior work has suggested that users
want to ft in by doing what other community members tend to
do (descriptive norms), and other community members’ behaviors
may be stronger indicators of acceptable ones than any explicit
guidelines [34]. Similarly, we found that moderators reported being
chatty, friendly, and “answering questions”(P19) as a way of keeping
users positively engaged and hoping that viewers would imitate
their behaviors. The moderator imperceptibly guided the viewers
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to follow the rules through this method by showing what is the
appropriate language and style in the chat, resonating with Seering
et al.’s work [52]. P08 said, “They kind of look up to me, kind of follow
my lead.” Similarly, P05 said,“In moderation, people look at you for
what to do, how to act, and all that. So you have to always be talking,
be chatting, be helpful to people, and especially of-stream you have to
be that same personality.” According to P05, setting a good example
was a communicative strategy involving more engagement and
visibility in the public chatroom, showing a good personality as
a community member and shaping the micro-community’s value.
Users imitating good behaviors supported a more enjoyable chat
and reduced instances of banning.
While these were proactive strategies, we noted that these strategies could also be triggered by the reactive strategies discussed in
the next section. For example, rule echoing could happen from a preventive perspective, but the moderators could also post rules after
they ban or timeout the violators. In addition, word blocking could
be updated after the moderators observed the lexical variations of
toxic words.

4.2

daily or weekly basis or reviewing the chat history and the specifc viewer’s history. Reviewing chat history was usually achieved
through technical assistance difcult to obtain from the platform.
Moderators had to use third-party tools that are allowed by Twitch
to assist the profling process. These third-party tools could provide
more customization than AutoMod and allow moderators to track
viewers’ behaviors. P18 described a tool developed by his friend:
“His most useful tool by far is what he calls a log viewer, which pretty
much lets me pull logs from anytime a user has talked in a channel
as long as it’s been logged.”
Especially when moderators had difculty in deciding whether
to take any action, checking the log would help them make better
decisions. P5 explained, “Whenever I see a new name in chat, I’ll
click them and see how long they’ve been on Twitch. if it’s a day one
account, I’m immediately skeptic and I watch them like a hawk. ”
This information also helped moderators identify whether it was
a repeated violator and decide whether it should be timed out or
banned.
This was a technical strategy involving bot setting and operation
to collect information. Prior work notes that moderators in usergoverned communities apply various tools, including chat logs and
post histories [52], but did not specify the purpose of these tools. We
found that the account information and message history provided
a background of the users that predicted their online behaviors.
The information was helpful to the decision-making process when
coming to moderation and improved moderation accuracy.

Reactive Strategies

We identifed nine reactive strategies as shown in the lower section
of Figure 2. The novelty of our fndings resided in the interaction
and sequence of strategies. The process began when moderators
observed bad actions that violated the rules. To avoid over-reactions
and maintain the community, moderators would seek to understand
viewers’ behaviors by reviewing chat history or applying thirdparty tools to track viewers’ chat messages (profling viewers). If
they understand the characteristics of these viewers, but they were
unsure about the punishment they should give, they would ask
other moderators or the streamer for help (discussing with the
streamer and other moderators). If they were sure what they should
do after profling or after the discussion with other moderators and
the streamer, they would decide to either dismiss the actions and
ignore these messages (action dismissal) or take a series of actions
to either curb the content (deleting or live explanation) or block
the violators (timeout or ban). Sometimes, certain viewers were
not satisfed with the punishment and would like to argue with the
moderator privately (1:1 private argument). They could also keep
harassing the stream with multiple accounts so that moderators had
to delegate and ask the viewers to report the violator to the platform
(delegation). Till then, the moderation process was completed and
returned to proactive strategies.
In the following, we frst introduced how moderators profled
viewers for decision making. Then we discussed other strategies
with relevant quotes to explain each strategy such as why they
would dismiss actions and ignore these messages, what the standards for blocking people and curb content were, and how they
interacted with violators.

4.2.2 Discussing with the streamer and other moderators. Occasionally, a moderator did not know how to handle the situation and
had to discuss the issue with the streamer or other moderators to
fnally “mutually agree” on how to deal with it, because they did
not want to “over-moderate”. P01 explained,“Like sometimes if we’re
not sure what to do [with] a person, we have a Skype chat and then
we’ll ask how we should deal with this person. Then we mutually
agree on what to do with the person.” Similarly, P20 said,
If there are questionable situations, we’ll have discussions among the moderators or with the streamers about
what to do. In niche cases where we don’t know about
this, we have a discussion about it on Discord or in private message about what guidelines we want to have.
Most of the time, they would directly discuss with other moderators frst. Unless the situation was very serious, they would have
to ask the streamers to make the fnal decision. P11 said,
I don’t personally talk to the streamers. It’s more kind of
like a general knowledge thing if they tell you something
like ‘you don’t have to ban this guy’ or ‘can you ban
this guy?’ ‘can you time this guy out?’, whatever. It’s
more of that kind of interaction. We don’t personally
have meetings with the streamers unless it’s something
super serious like a sponsorship or anything like that.

4.2.1 Profiling viewers. The purpose of profling was to avert mistakenly blocking a person or curbing content because suppressing
expression would hinder the growth of the community to some
extent. Profling could be very quick (several seconds) or sustain a
very long time (varying from minutes to hours). It played a larger
role in some situations than others. Moderators learned about viewers by either observing viewers’ actions for several hours on a

Prior work has suggested that in user-governed online communities, moderators often apply an open discussion for changing
rules in communities with less structured hierarchies, and the head
moderators can arbitrarily make fnal decisions without asking for
feedback in communities with a clear hierarchy [52]. We found that
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in live-streaming communities, it was the streamer, not the head
moderator or other moderators, making fnal decisions.

4.2.4 Live explanation. Recent work shows that Twitch users perceive educating as an efective strategy to get rid of toxicity [5].
Moderators explained the rules to viewers through live explanation
and education. Unlike simply deleting with a warning, live explanation involved more engagement and ofered help and suggestions
to violators. The purpose of doing this was to build the community and curb the inappropriate content in the public chat without
any punitive actions. Moderators often applied this strategy when
they saw public argument among viewers or the chat topic became
sensitive and was considered inappropriate for the public.
The public chat area is not a suitable place for arguments because
it is mainly used for common topics that everyone can get involved
with as well as interact with the streamer. An argument between
two viewers could disturb the chat experience for other viewers as
well. P08 said, “If two people are arguing in the chat, I always [tell]
them to take it to their DMs or Whispers or whatever to handle it
there because the chat is not the place to do that.” P08’s explanation is
consistent with prior work that has indicated that moving conficts
to special locations where the normal rules of behavior do not
apply will be met with less resistance from users [34]. The Whisper
function of Twitch ofers a private space for one-on-one interaction.
Though did not violate the rules, some topics were considered
not appropriate in the chat because they were too personal or sensitive and could bring down the vibe and potentially cause negative
impacts. Moderators dealt with those viewers by either providing
resources they could utilize to help the viewers or politely asking
them to leave, in an efort to protect the remaining viewers. P16
stated that she would remind these viewers to cease their actions:

4.2.3 Action dismissal. After moderators had a basic understanding of the violators, they decided to ignore violations in some cases
when they knew the viewers’ persona, perceived viewers’ intentions (to receive attention from others), or just decided to distance
themselves from the situation.
Some viewers would always behave in a certain and expected pattern. In some situations, the moderator or the streamer had already
classifed these viewers’ personas. With the streamer’s approval,
they decided to disregard these behaviors by doing nothing, even
though those viewers violated the rules. P02 explained,
There’s this guy. He likes to be toxic but then they’re
saying that’s his personality online, like an online persona. It’s just weird to me. It’s just something I have to
put up with.....Then I told [the streamer] about it and
then [he] told me yeah that’s just his personality. I said
it’s weird to me but okay.
Some viewers broke the rules in order to get attention from
others. Moderators elaborated that the best way to deal with these
attention seekers was to ignore them and their inputs in the chat.
“Sometimes they’re just looking for attention and sometimes you just
ignore them; they just go away,” said P19. The reason was that “any
further attention paid to them, it’s just gonna feed them more. They’re
gonna continue trying to do it," said P17. Sometimes, the negative
content caused heated discussion and increased the interaction in
the chat. If the misbehavior was not very serious and the moderators
thought it did not cross the line, they decided not to take action.
P05 gave an example: “Usually, if it’s a really terrible troll I’ll ignore
them, then let them humiliate themselves and let chat have fun with
it.”
We found that moderators used “let it go” as a strategy to distance themselves from the violator. P04 said, “The easiest thing is
if you have trolls trying to get through your skin you kind of let
it go and laugh it of”. Specifcally, some moderators took short
breaks to leave the screen and let these negative contents go with
the chat fow instead of taking any further action. P07 shared her
experience:“I’m just going to go on a quick cup of tea. I’m having
fve minutes to myself and then went back.”
Action dismissal or non-response to violators is an atypical response to anti-normative behaviors. According to Figure 2, this is
neither a technical nor communicative strategy, only involving cognitive processing. To a certain extent, high interactivity in the live
chat results in the messages being transitory so that even though
moderators did not take any action, the negative messages would
disappear as more messages emerge. This strategy appropriately
reduced information overload and emotional labor of moderators,
but we did not know how the ignored content would afect other
viewers. In order to minimize the negative impact of trolls, it has
to be a widely followed norm of recognizing and ignoring them
[34]. However, the challenge is that ignoring requires considerable
self-control not to respond to ofensive provocation, especially for
new community members [26]. Thus, moderators may also need to
educate viewers to identify and ignore these trolls, not just isolating
themselves.

There are some people who are negative because they’re
depressed. They come out like with their guns blazing
and everything, and you tell them to knock it of, and
they kind of back down pretty quickly. And you know,
just speaking with them privately, you suggest that they
get some help. I have phone numbers bookmarked for if
people need someone to talk to, that sort of thing.
The direct explanation between moderators and viewers could
also rectify the misbehavior before it went beyond control and
fnally got the user banned. Moderators would gently remind the
potential violators to remedy minor ofenses. P20 said,
If they say something that they may not understand
right. For example, sometimes people will walk in and
will say something like, ‘oh hey you’re really pretty’
and that’s not an acceptable behavior so usually we
will not ban them, we will say to them, ‘hey that’s
objectifying and that’s not an appropriate comment, it’s
not respectful to comment on the looks of a streamer so
don’t do that again’.
P07 reported a similar tolerance: “If they are less ofensive and just
being cheeky or maybe pushing a little bit, you send them a whisper
and say, look, you know, calm down a little bit.” “Usually the user will
listen and apologize for it”, P12 noted.
The educating and suggesting in both the public and private
chat was a communicative strategy, either maintaining the chat
atmosphere or rectifying lightweight violation. Prior work has discussed the black-box nature of the current moderation system and
the lack of an educational system [43]. Live streaming communities
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integrate the explicable and educational components into the moderation process. The synchronous nature of the live chat provides
an opportunity for immediate feedback of the moderator’s conduct
to the viewer and also the viewer’s performance to the moderator,
making the education and explanation process possibly efcient.
Our fnding supplements Jhaver et al.’s work on Reddit that explanation of removal is under-utilized in moderation practices [30]
and educating users with helpful feedback improves user attitude
of fairness and intention to post in the future [28].
4.2.5 Deleting content, timeout, ban. These strategies were commonly applied as moderation activities. We found that, in “live”
communities, deleting happened when the viewers did not read
the rules of the chat and incidentally said something inappropriate.
Even if moderators decided to remove these messages sometimes
they did not ban the violator with an expectation that they would
not perform the same behavior. P07 said, “Those that just fail to
understand what they’re saying, it’s either rude or something, we’ll
purge what they said.” Sometimes, deleting was followed by an
explanation or warning, resonating Jiang’s work of moderation in
live voice communities [32].
Also, warning messages came in various forms of intensity. Some
moderators used a gentle tone, reminding the viewers that such
behaviors were not allowed, such as, “Hey, we don’t use that kind
of language”, said P12. Other moderators stated using severe sentences, cautioning users of the punishment awaiting them, should
they proceed with their unacceptable actions. P03 said, “You get
that warning like ‘Hey FYI, don’t do this again otherwise you’ll get
ten-minute time out and then, you know, a third strike and you’re
banned’.”
A temporary ban, usually referred to as a “timeout”, was a less
severe solution for misbehavior compared with a permanent ban.
Moderators reported having people in the chat who were mostly
positive and respectful but might misbehave and cross the line.
Temporarily banning the viewer who broke the rule sent a message
to the viewer and the rest of the community that such behavior
was not welcome. P05 stated, “If you can tell someone has the intent
of being a good community member, but they’re a little overbearing,
then that’s a timeout.”
Several moderators deliberated that spamming emotes and text in
the chat would get a timeout, which is diferent from Facebook that
sends warning messages to the users and Twitter that investigates
account activities, removes from search, or terminates the account
[22]. P11 said, “If someone is spamming the same message a couple
of times, I will probably just time them of for ten minutes or so."
A permanent ban meant that the users would never be allowed
into the stream again. Not only was it a severe punishment for the
user, but moderators also used this command sparingly because it
afected the overall viewership. However, many moderators mentioned that they had “zero tolerance” towards obvious and severe
issues such as racism and sexism and would ban these behaviors,
similar to prior work [32, 52].
In addition, since live-streaming communities are streamer-centric,
anything potentially harming the streamers and their benefts reserves severe punishment. Any personal attack toward streamers’
appearances was also a permanent ban. Inappropriate comments
such as the “streamer’s bad” or the “streamer’s ugly”, resulted in a
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permanent restriction on the viewer’s ability to watch the stream
(P08). P01 similarly reported, “They might just like attack the players,
whether physical appearance or lie how they play. Obviously, if it’s
physical appearance, then I have to purge them or ban them.”
One participant specifcally mentioned that self-advertising of
other streams deserves a permanent ban. In Twitch, many streams
are similar in the content they provide, especially gaming streams.
Thus, there is usually a lot of competition and a tendency to promote one’s stream on other channels. P19 said, “You actually do a
permanent ban if they’re advertising their stream in a chat. I don’t
have any type of tolerance or patience for that.” According to P19,
the competition among diferent micro-communities escalates the
moderation sanction. The content of self-advertising is not as severe as racism, sexism, or personal attack, but allowing it impairs
the community, thus moderators have no “tolerance or patience”.
Sometimes moderators had diferent tolerance levels toward the
same violation. For example, dealing with trolls in the chat was
viewed diferently by moderators. P21 said, “You time someone out if
they are troll. They will just leave because they don’t want to wait ten
minutes again and again.” But other moderators would permanently
ban the same act. P06 said, “But if someone is clearly just there to
troll or just be a Jerk. Those people, there’s nothing you can do with
them, and there’s no saving them. You just have to send them on their
way.”
Generally, the deleting, timeout, and ban are technical strategies invisible to viewers and ftting the “graduated sanctions” [44],
beginning with persuasion and light sanctions and proceeding to
more forceful actions [34]. As parts of reactive strategies, the multilevel sanctions based on the severity of misbehaviors increases the
legitimacy and thus the efectiveness of sanctions [34].
4.2.6 1:1 private argument. Viewers have the opportunity to argue
with moderators through the private message; these conversations
often happen during the stream. Sometimes viewers attempted to
start arguments with moderators regarding the grey area between
what was and was not allowed in a private chat. These arguments
usually took place after a punitive action due to a user’s misconduct
in the chat. Viewers would argue that they should not be banned
or timed-out through Whisper, and the moderators would argue
the reason and deal with it on site. For example, P03 stated:
[The viewer is] being rude and being deliberately rude.
Like the rules say don’t be an XXX, and that’s exactly
what he was being... he kept bugging me, he’s like ‘well
that doesn’t really explain why you did what you did’
and I said, ‘Quite frankly, I’m here to do my job. I’m not
here to be your friend.’ I’ve said that before, and that’s
the ultimate thing.
According to P03, the private chat allows the violator to express
his opinion even after he was publicly banned. This process increased the perception of procedural justice, and the legitimacy
is enhanced by providing users opportunities to argue their cases
with the moderator [34]. The moderator was forced to perform in
real-time in the private chat, which requires improvising. This was
a communicative strategy, increasing the visibility of moderators
in front of violators in the private chat. The nuanced diference
between live explanation and private argument was that live explanation focused on the education and explanation in both public
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and private chat while 1:1 private argument focused on the debate
between moderators and violators in the private chat only.

relying heavily on volunteers increases the visible and performative activities. Among the 13 strategies in Figure 2, six involve
technical, and seven involve communicative strategies. Technical
strategies usually operate behind the screen and are less visible to
viewers, while communicative strategies are mostly in the public
chatroom visible to everyone or in private chat only visible to a
specifc violator. Only one strategy ’rule echoing’ was found to ft
both categories, where it is both a communicative and a technical
strategy. Many communicative strategies applied at both proactive
and reactive level can be achieved because live streaming provides
an interactive and immersive experience for user engagement [24].
Moderators are usually the glorifed viewers who are actively engaging in and infuencing the channels [58]. During the streaming
event, they still watch the stream as the viewers do, but with an eye
on the chatroom. At the proactive level, the moderator sometimes
needs to interact with viewers in the public chatroom by answering
questions or joking around. This kind of performance happens in
parallel to the performance of the streamer. In this sense, moderators are the viewers and interacting with other viewers. When
they saw potential harmful actions, their roles would change to law
enforcers who discretely dealt with the situation without disturbing the chat. They would either declare presence or post rules to
deter these behaviors. Thus, the publicly visible activities involved
diferent roles as moderators had to toggle between being the face
of socialization/ community role model and justice enforcer. At the
reactive level, the moderators have to explain and educate violators
and delegate moderation tasks to viewers in the public chat or argue
with violators in the private chat, indicating that the visibility of
moderation increases moderators’ vulnerability to negativity and
violators [55]. How to balance moderation visibility and moderator
protection should be further investigated.
Generally, volunteer moderators in the interactive context perform much visible communication in the public chat and private
chat than commercial moderators do. The role (moderator, viewer)
dynamic and visibility of volunteer moderators highlight the importance of afordances of live streaming when considering their
roles and transparency and appear to be more prominent in the live
streaming context in comparison to other social media platforms.

4.2.7 Delegation. The moderators also encouraged other viewers to report violators because moderators could only process and
deal with a limited amount of negative messages and problematic
viewers even with the assistance of moderation tools. In certain
situations, when the problematic viewer intentionally tried to disrupt the channel and created many accounts to harass the streamer
or moderators, the moderator sufered from limited cognition and
failed to address all issues in the chat. The information overload
was difcult to handle in these situations. A smart approach to
follow was to utilize the power of the crowds. Some moderators
would ask viewers for support and do a “live crowdsourcing” to
moderate chat comments. P13 said,
Maybe try to encourage viewers to go ahead and report
this user, so hopefully, they get an IP ban. Those are
only in really extreme cases when somebody won’t go
away, because Twitch is bad at that. If a viewer wants
to create 50 accounts and harass someone privately, it’s
very hard to prevent that.
This strategy was a communicative strategy seeking the public to
engage, similar to moderation techniques encouraging users to fag
suspicious content and report to the platform on Facebook [14] and
relying on users as witnesses to collect evidence of rule-breakers
in voice-based communities [32]. The reason behind this act was
that volunteer moderators wished that the platform administrators
(commercial moderators) could intervene since they might have
more power to ban the IP of the violator.

5

DISCUSSION

This work mapped out the moderation strategies applied during the
moderation process, contributing to the growing body of discussion
about volunteer moderators and moderation in HCI and CSCW. We
want to clarify that our main contribution is not the novelty of
the strategies, but rather, it is the fow of how these strategies
happen and the decision-making processes of moderators in the
live context.
The interactivity of live streaming meant that moderators have
to combine proactive and reactive strategies that engage both technical and communicative solutions, suggesting that moderators had
to deal with harmful content in front of viewers on-site, explain
and educate violators publicly or privately, and discuss with other
moderators and the streamer behind the scene. These activities
were accompanied by the challenge that because of the real-time
nature, large volumes of content lead to information overload and
only allow limited time for decision making and multi-task handling during the event. In the following section, we discuss how
the unique afordances of live streaming increase the visibility of
content moderation.

5.1

5.2

Synchronicity Enhances the Graduated
Moderation and Amplifes the Violator’s
Voice

We echoed some moderation strategies broadly applied in online
spaces such as content removal and banning the end-user [31, 54].
However, most of these common strategies are working separately.
In most cases, one action is the end of moderation, such as content
removal without rational explanation [28, 43] or directly banning
the community [10].
According to the diagram in Figure 2, we systemically connected
these moderation strategies and displayed them in a sequential
fow to clearly show how moderation works in this new type of
community. Kiesler et al. [34] applies the “graduated sanctions”
concept in online community settings and suggested that the lowest level of sanctions is a private message explaining the violation,
where sanctions escalate after repeated or more severe misbehavior. This concept can only partially explain connections of reactive

Interactivity Facilitates the Visible and
Performative Activities of Moderation

Diferent from commercial content moderation that mostly happens
behind the scenes [46] and lacks transparency [43], moderation
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strategies but not proactive ones. Thus, “graduated moderation”
seems to be more appropriate to include the proactive strategies in
the workfow. The simultaneity and ephemerality of live streaming not only require instant attention and immediate moderation
(e.g., one minute delay in moderation response could lead to a
chaotic chat environment) but also make graduated moderation
more efective than that on asynchronous communities because
the moderators are always actively watching during the streaming
event. The graduated moderation starting from proactive strategies
instead of simply excluding violators shows the much efort moderators put to minimize the actions that could potentially alienate
community members. Thus, graduated moderation increases the
legitimacy and the efectiveness of moderation in the live context.
Moderation work in live-streaming communities empowers viewers to actively engage in the chatroom because the synchronicity
brings everyone in the channel actively online all the time. The
asynchronicity of most online communities limits the interaction
of users and moderators and causes difculty or delay for users to
acquire feedback and guidance in time. Users lack the motivation to
actively seek feedback unless moderators actively post explanations
or contact the users. The delayed feedback discourages meaningful social engagement and relationship building. Prior work also
points out that end-users develop their own folk theories confguring what is appropriate [15] because of the lack of explanation
after content removal in online spaces [28]. In live-streaming communities, end-users can play larger roles than in asynchronous
communities during the moderation process. For example, once a
message was deleted, the viewer could ask the active moderators
on-site for the reason or argue with the moderator that it was unfair. Thus, their voices can be heard by moderators in the dynamic
interaction process and their valuable feedback may potentially
contribute to the moderation process. Prior work has suggested
that community infuence on rule making increases compliance
with the rules [34]. Therefore, community infuence in live streaming plays a larger role on rule making than that in asynchronous
communities, thus resulting in possibly higher compliance with
the rules.
As new platforms emerge with novel technology, they may also
take on property above currently unique to live streaming and
consider how the moderation workfow works. For example, moderators in voice-based communities, such as Discord, secretly record
voice for evidence and take extreme actions of excluding such as
muting and banning [32]; instead of taking reactive strategies, moderators can combine some proactive strategies such as echoing the
rules with declaring presence. The moderators can orally explain
the rules or even have a recorded rule explanation to broadcast
now and then in the voice channel. Though the diagram of moderation strategies is complex, it clearly shows the mental model of
moderators. We can explicitly see where the decision making takes
place and which strategy has been explored broadly or needs more
attention.

5.3

function. Future tools should be able to provide more performance
data of viewer’s activity such as how long they have been online;
how frequently these viewers communicate in the public chatroom
and argue with moderators in the private chat; and according to
these messages to tag the viewers’ characteristics such as funny,
talkative, elegant, well-behaved, toxic, and trolling, similar to the
tagging mechanism on Twitter [27]. These data can help moderators
increase the understanding of viewers and save time to make more
accurate decisions during the moderation process.
An algorithm or system to identify the violators’ type should be
considered for moderators to make action dismissal decisions. We
know that if the moderator knows the viewer’s characteristics and
intentions, they take no further action. For example, developers can
design a classifcation system that can: (1) identify these problematic
viewers based on text messages or chat history, (2) classify these
viewers into specifc categories such as attention seekers and a
viewer saying bad words with good intention, and (3) annotate
these messages and viewers and notify the moderators. This kind
of system would reduce the monitoring efort and automatically
catch violators when a large volume of messages pour into the chat,
especially when moderators are handling a particular viewer and
cannot keep an eye on the chat.
Communication is critical for efective moderation in live steaming communities, but the communication tools in the system were
sub-par. We found that not all moderators would use the private
messages function for discussion; they also used external tools such
as Discord and Skype. Usually, a streaming channel has multiple
moderators to ensure that at least one or two moderators are online
when the streamer is. The problem, which is an opportunity for
improving the design, is how the outcome of discussions between
active moderators and the streamer can be documented so that
other inactive moderators can be well-informed without wasting
time checking the whole conservation history across diferent tools,
which is simply an attempt to reinvent the wheel. It will be helpful
if there is a system or feature that can automatically summarize the
discussion in bullet points or highlights and save it as a document
that can be shared with all moderators. Zhang and Cranshaw have
developed a prototype system for Slack to automatically summarize chat conversation and share it with group members [62]. It is
promising to bring such design to live streaming communities.
A documenting system would facilitate communication between
not only moderators and streamers but also moderators and viewers. Explaining the rules through live interaction involves a lot of
typing and interaction with viewers, which is time-consuming, and
due to the limited cognitive abilities of the human brain, moderators might potentially overlook other negative content in the chat,
causing a deterioration in the moderation job. If there is a bot or
feature that can document these explanations in the system, and
easily call out a specifc explanation when necessary, we speculate that moderation efciency would be highly improved by just
simple ‘click and send’ instead of repeatedly typing. For example,
we categorized ’rule echoing’ as a communicative and a technical
strategy. Since the content is already available in a written format,
re-posting the relevant rule (as opposed to posting the entire rule
list) when necessary, would help streamline the moderation process
and increase the chances of viewers actually reading the automatic
message.

Technological Implications

We propose that designers and developers should consider advanced
technical tools to facilitate the profling process. Current tools can
only provide limited information about the viewers through the log
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There are several limitations to this study. First, our participants are
volunteers, not commercial moderators. In order to generalize the
fndings, further research can focus on commercial moderators in
live streaming and compare the diferences. Because the governance
structure of each social media is diferent, we think it is inappropriate to claim that the user-moderated model in Twitch is similar to
commercial moderation found in platforms like Facebook. Our fndings may apply to other communities that have user-governance
with simultaneity such as Discord, live-streaming communities, or
live VR communities, but not all online communities. Also, even
though our sample shows diverse moderation experience, we have
more male than female and transgender. We are not sure if gender
is something that infuences moderation.

6

CONCLUSION

We identifed the fow of decision-making that takes place during
the moderation process. These practices of volunteer moderation
bear similarities but also distinct diferences compared with other
user-governed communities. The interactivity and synchronicity of
live streaming reveal the visible and performative work of volunteer moderation. This work reminds us to think about moderation
from another perspective. Instead of considering moderation as
blocking content or violators with the assistance of technical agencies, we may also want to take social dynamics into the moderation
process and highlight the signifcance of communicative strategies
performed by the human moderator at both the proactive and reactive level. The afordances of live streaming also allow graduated
moderation and amplify violators’ voices in the moderation process, showing moderators’ great efort to increase legitimacy and
maintain community members.
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